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Wetlands and the 
World has been 
sponsored by:

GRAPHIC DESIGN:  Maria Sewell

ANIMAL MODELS & ILLUSTRATIONS:  Robert Van Nood

Organizations: Blue Quills First Nations College, Credit Valley Conservation (CVC), Ecokids/Earth Day Canada, 
Environmental Concern Inc., Ottawa Carleton District School Board (OCDSB), RBG (Royal Botanical Gardens), Ramsar 
Convention on Wetlands Secretariat, Toronto Chinese for Ecological Living (TCEL), Toronto District School Board (TDSB), 
Toronto Catholic District School Board(TCDSB), Toronto Region Conservation (TRCA), Toronto Zoo.  a

Individuals from across Canada and from more than 20 countries internationally provided input.  As did teachers, students, 
translators, reviewers, etc.  Pina Claus and the students of Firgrove Public School in Toronto.



Not just ducks!
• not-for-profit,  founded 

in 1938
• protect wetland habitat
• protect, directly/ 

indirectly, 1.7 million 
hectares

• nearly 8,000 habitat 
projects

• invest approx. $75 
million per year in 
wetland conservation



Something to consider . . .

Every four years nearly one million immigrants arrive in 
Canada from places around the world.

Five of ten Canadian provinces (Saskatchewan, New 
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland) each have populations less than 1 
million people. 



“ Ducks Unlimited Canada recognizes 
that conservation must cross cultural 
boundaries to remain a core Canadian 
value.”

“Conservation organizations, as 
yet, have not made significant 
in-roads in reaching out to this 
ever-increasing part of our 
population.”



Some of the resources at stake -
• 25% of the world’s freshwater 
• 71,500 species of plants and animals – 422 at 

risk
• existing investments in conservation

• National Parks – 46 parks - 55 million acres 
• Nature Conservancy - 2 million acres
• NA Waterfowl Mgmt Plan – 2.3 million
• Federal protected areas – 30 million acres
• . . . provincially protected lands, conservation 

areas, land agreements, etc.
• future investments in conservation



Who is Working on This?
(April, 2006)

• relatively new field with many lessons 
to be learned

• most resources are for adults and for 
general audiences

• most offer research, background 
information and networking

• focus on workshops, not resources

• little for elementary school children
Hispanic 

Development 
Council

2008 – lots of interest but limited by 
resources (human & financial), 
competing priorities, etc. 



It is starting to 
happen . . .



Why did DUC get involved?

• DUC sponsors “inner city” classes
– large number of new Canadians 
– significant cultural diversity

• Trillium-funded multi-year project

Baxter  C.A. 
(RVCA, Ottawa)

ONE SCHOOL:
400 students, over 50 
languages!



Initial proposal

• produce new resources or 
modify our own to meet 
ESL/ELL/ELD needs

• create a take home, culturally-appropriate 
resource in 10 languages; for students but 
to reach parents
– basic conservation concepts, value of 

wetlands, threats and actions

• Would this work? Is this what is needed or 
would something else work better?



Toronto District School  Board
• “most multicultural, multilingual school 

board in the world”

• 24% of students born outside of 
Canada in one of 175 different 
countries

• 80 languages are spoken by the 
student population (from Arabic to 
Urdu)

• 40% of all students have a language 
other than English as their mother 
tongue



Reality Check!
• teachers are already over-burdened 

trying to fulfill basic curriculum 
expectations

• teacher training is lacking (ESL is not 
a requirement for teacher training)

• appropriate ESL materials, even for 
core subjects, are not readily 
available

•• DROPDROP--OUT rate for ESL students is OUT rate for ESL students is 
more than more than doubledouble that for other that for other 
studentsstudents



Other Challenges
• environmental issues – not critical to 

newcomer families struggling with 
language, money, employment, 
education, etc.

• “biophobia” – fear of natural world/ 
elements and culture shock (not only for 
new Canadians but also socio-economic 
(inner city classes))

• incorrect assumptions made about 
student’s knowledge – may have 
experience in different ecosystems but 
no familiarity with local flora and fauna



“It is never easy to come 
into a new school 

where everyone already 
seems to have friends, 
know the teachers, and 
understand the routine. 

But when that new school is 
in a new country, then the 

problems can be even more 
formidable.”

(Porter, 1991 
Many Roots, Many Voices)



• coping with same anxieties as other children
• learning a new language
• dealing with new culture
• may be dealing with being “different” – desire to 

fit in and not be segregated
• conflict between home & peer values
• may be dealing with more serious issues too



Opportunities
• EE focuses on students interacting with their 

environment – a process-oriented, student-
centred, hands-on learning approach in keeping 
with ESL needs

• EE facilitates communication and promotes 
conversational language – a similar 
objective to ESL 

• curriculum priorities are 
literacy & numeracy 
– environmental
education can address
both



Our experience . . .
• each audience is a diverse as any 

other - e.g. new Canadians -
– well-educated, well-traveled 

professionals; multilingual, 
financially secure

– TDSB – low income, low literacy 
even in own language (Gr. 2), 
coping with significant settlement 
issues

• language is only part of the equation
– same language, cultural differences
– written language varies



• TESL teaching vs. integrated class
• ELL educators excited at being 

included (finally!), supportive & ready 
to help BUT:
– overworked
– their students need basic 

vocabulary - useable in day-to-day 
life, classroom

– own cultural perspectives/bias
– little/no experience with outdoor 

education/nature but excited by the 
opportunity for a new experience



Language is complex

• bread versus bred
• know which side your bread is buttered on
• greatest thing since sliced bread
• daily bread
• breadwinner



Spanish French

Ojibwa Cree

Somali



Arabic Chinese

Korean Punjabi

Vietnamese



Recommendations
• simplify vocabulary
• repeat/recycle new words
• use simple sentence structures
• avoid figurative language
• highlight key ideas
• make use of visuals
• make age appropriate
• AVOID “cryptic” fonts, flourishes 



It is not “everyday” translation
Wetlands are home to wildlife around the world. 
This includes one third of all endangered species.

Wetlands are home to wildlife around the world. 
They create one third of all endangered species.

“Mallard”
≠ “green-headed duck 
with blue wing patches”



Recommendations
• work directly with the translator if 

possible – if not, provide notes
• have translations reviewed & your 

layout reviewed by a native 
speaker (fonts can convert)

• make sure everyone understands 
your expectations

• it won’t be perfect – dialects, 
idioms, personal preferences will 
always exist



Other challenges
• The map - quote in 19 languages and the 

take home piece is done in 10 – what about 
the children who speak other languages?

• DEADLINES - our  ‘urgency” not necessarily 
that of our partners, translators, etc.

• Differing perspectives (“valley” for “wetland”)
• oral versus written languages
• distribution
• catalytic effect – pent-up demand



KIDS AND WETLANDS GO TOGETHER
- to provide a global view of wetlands and to take

home a message to explain our support of field trips



- wetland values around the world 
- quote in 19 languages
- general audience – all students & families
- wide print distribution (Eng/French)



• to reach families and extended family members; 
added dimension of cross-cultural connections 
with class-mates, each other

• multiple languages; “nature notes” on each 
animal

• available as free downloads, on CD or in print





ELL/ESL/ELD
• teaching literacy using the 

new Gr. 4 science 
curriculum
– what is a wetland
– wetland values
– food chains
– actions to protect wetlands

• includes - downloadable 
ppt wetlands of the world + 
8 –page picture dictionary

• initial audiences – partner 
school boards, teachers’
conferences, workshops



• To draw on this incredible 
human resource

• To reach out and engage people

• To reach across cultures. To 
draw upon the knowledge of our 
own aboriginal communities and 
to learn from the experience, and 
enlist the creativity, of people 
who come to us from around the 
globe.


